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Abstract 
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Applying spread spectrum transmission in indoor channels has attracted very much 
attention recently due to personal communication and wireless data communication. 
As the indoor channels are so dynamically changing and suffering from severe 
multipath fading, a good channel model from measurement results in always hard to 
achieve. Based on the latest channel model, we analyze the point-to-point spread 
spectrum system perfonnance in indoor environment.s for direct-sequence and slow 
frequency-hopped systems that are two most likely spread spectrum systems for 
commercial wireless personal communication and wireless data communication. 
While both approaches are considered in real applications with processing gain from 
teens up to hundred or higher, our results precisely demonstrate the perfonnance and 
the trade off between direct-sequence and slow frequency hopped spread spectrum 
communication systems in indoor multipath fading channels. 
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I Introduction 
The spread spectrum communication systems attract more and more attention in the areas 

of indoor wireless data communication and personal communication services. Since the 

indoor environments are different from the urban fading channels, adequate statistical 

models for indoor multipath fading have been proposed in [4, 5, 10]. Some statistical 

measurements and resulting indoor multipath fading channels were introduced in [8, 9, 

12]. Based on these latest measurement results, we target to analyze the point-to-point 

transmission performance of direct-sequence and slow frequency-hopped spread spectrum 

communication. 

The performance of direct-sequence communications have already developed of the flat 

fading channel in [15, 18}. The performance of coherent direct-sequence for multipath 

fading channel [2] and frequency-selective, nonselective Rician fading channels [3], both 

employing BPSK, were analyzed by the characteristic function method. The error proba.

bility of Slow FH/binary FSK is approximated in [1] and fast FH/BFSK in [6]. In indoor 

wireless environment, the bit error probability based on multipath fading channel in fast 

FH/BFSK was studied in [6J. In addition, DS/DPSK with diversity consideration was 

studied in [7J. Performance simulations from measured channel data with two-ray of equal 

variance were considered in [l1J. However, detailed analysis based on more precise indoor 

channel model(s) has not been available. Even more important questions in wireless per

sonal communication system design such as how to choose between direct-sequence and 

frequency-hopped, and thus the appropriate system parameters, have not been answered. 

In this paper, we will derive the average bit error probability on direct-sequence with 

BPSK modulation and slow frequency hopped system with BFSK modulation under in

door multi path fading channel based on a more precise channel model for indoor 

environments. We assume that the two systems do not use equalization, error correction 

techniques, and data bit rate from 1 Mbps to 10 Mbps [13]. From the numerical results of 
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average bit error probability of two systems, the performance comparison of two systems for 

specific channel parameters has been made. This points out the critical direction to design 

appropriate spread-spectrum communication systems for wireless data communication or 

personal communication services. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a channel model from the latest 

measurement results is introduced. Bit error rate analysis of DS system is treated in 

Section III. The analysis of slow frequency hopped system is in Section IV. Finally the 

numerical results are summaried in Section V. 

II Channel Model 

The multipath fading channel used for the performance analyses of spread spectrum com

munications in [15, 18] treat mostly as frequency-nonselective and slowly fading channel. 

A two-ray model with uniformly distributed delay-time was usually employed to describe 

multipath fading for the analyses of performance. Those channel models are not adequate 

for indoor channels and thus not suitable to analyze to reach any conclusion. To under

stand more about the indoor channel characteristics, many measurements were performed 

and they were reported in [4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14]. Some indoor multi path fading channel 

models were proposed in [4, 5, 19]. 

According to these measurements suggest, we modify the indoor channel model in [4, 5, 

19] to approach the channel dynamics by introducing Doppler frequency shift. We describe 

the equivalent impulse response as follows 

00 

h(t) = I: !3k6(t - Tk) exp(jOk + jWd/e t ) 
k=O 

where 13k: amplitude of the k-th arrival which follows a Rayleigh distribution. 

Ok: phase difference between k-th arrival and local oscillator of receiver 

that is assumed to be well synchronized to the first arrival. 
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Tic: time delay of the k-th arrival relative to the first arrival. 

The arrivals are modeled as a Poisson process. 

WdJr: frequency shift for the k-th arrived path relative to the 

first arrival, which is independent of other later arrivals. 

We assume that local oscillator of receiver precisely track the frequency and phase 

deviation of the first arrival. Thus, the second, the third,· .. arrivals will have frequency 

drifts and phase deviations relative to the receiver oscillator, denoted as Wdle, Ole. \Ve assume 

that each arrival has its own frequency drift different to others comes from Doppler effect 

due to the channel dynamic characteristics. The k-th arrival has the frequency difference 

Wdle comparing to the first arrival. Furthermore, based on the ch.annel model, arrival times 

of paths follow a Poisson process with parameter).. From the measured power profile, 

it is assumed that the average power of each arrival follows exponential decay relative to 

the first arrival and the decay depends on the time delay Tie. That is, the k-th arrival 

have average power {3J exp( -TIJr), where {3J denotes the first arrival average power, and 

r denotes a time constant, the measurement result. We consider the behavior of system 

within [O,n], symbol time-interval. Thus, in average, there are N paths arriving within 

Tb time-interval, and N=min( )'Tm , ).n)' where). is Poisson process parameter and Tm 

is the multi path spread. We further assume that the arrivals after 2 symbol periods are 

small and can be neglected. This coincides with previous measurements such as [8]. In the 

subsequent sections about direct-sequence and slow frequency-hopped systems, we assume 

N = An for general derivation. If )'Tm :5 ).n, then N = )'Tm and there will be no 

intersymbol-interference. 

III Direct Sequence System 

A. Receiver System and Received Signal 

Let the direct-sequence spread spectrum system employ binary phase shift keying (BPSK) 
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modulation. Under ideal synchronization, the correlation receiver functions as Figure l. 

Let the transmitted signal be x(tj 9) = c(t)d(t).,J2S cos [wot +8], where c(t) is the spreading 

y(t)-.,----..·r ·1 Integrator ~f.-- ra 

c(t) j:k cos~t 

Figure 1: Receiver for Direct Sequence System 

sequence, d( t) represent data signal, and S is the power of signal. Then the received signal 

at the receiver input is represented by (after 2 symbol periods truncation), 

2N 

y(t) = Lf3kX(t-TJn91c,Wdk) 
k=O 

- f3oc(t)d(t)V2S coswot 
N 

+ L f3lc c(t - TIc)d(t - TIe)V2S cos [(wo - Wdle)(t - Tic) - Ole] 
Ie=l 

2N 

+ L f3/c(t + n - TI )d(t + n - T,).JtiS cos (wo - Wd,)(t + n - T,) - 0/] 
I=N+l 

+n(t) (1) 

where n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and spectral density No/2. and 

The first arrival is assumed to be well synchronized so that there does not exit frequency 

shift, time delay and phase ambiguity in the first term of (1). The second term of (1) is 

the multipath arrivals within current symbol period a.nd Tic, k = 1,· . ·N, are in [0 ,n]. Tl 

denotes the second arrival in time interval [0, n], and so on. 
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In the third term of (I), we use the notation t + n to represent the timing from previous 

symbol. Similarly, the amplitudes {,8,} come from previous symbol that are delayed into 

current symbol time interval, {,8,}, ,= N + 1, .. ·,'2N. These,8, within [n, 2T,,1 are all 

random variables in our model. After coherent correlator, the output of sampler is 

foT. C(t)y(t)#; coswot dt (2) 

foT. f3oc2(t)d(t)V2S coswotlf coswot dt 

+ t I3Ic fT. c(t)c(t - 7'1c)d(t - 7'1e)V2S cos [(wo - Wdlc)(t - 7'1e) - 0,.:1 rr coswot dt 
1e=1 10 Vn 

2N 

+ L f3lc(t + T" - 7'1)d(t + n - 7',)V2S cos[(wo - Wdl)(t + n - 7'1) - 0'] 
I=N+1 

·If cos wot dt 

+ foT. n(t)c(t)#; coswot dt (3) 

After some algebraic manipulations, we have 

ro = f3odo J ST" 

+ t f3lcd02 f! fT. c(t)c(t - 7'.\:){ ![COSWd.\:t 
'\:=1 V n 10 2 

where do,da E {-I,I}, do represent the current data bit in [0, nJ, clo is the previous data 

bit just before do . 

In our interesting cases, we assume 1 Wdkn 1« 1. Without loss of generality, (4) can be 

further simplified as 
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(5) 

Because the delayed spreading sequence c(t - Tk) multiplying with spreading sequence c(t) 

will introduce extra terms, we reformulate the integration term in the follow, 

faT. d(t - T.Ic:)C{t)c(t - Tk) dt . 

- d~ r" c(t)c(t - T.Ic:) dt + do fT, c(t)c(t - T.Ic:) dt 

h ~ 

- tfo faT" c(t)c(t - TJc:) dt + do faT. c(t)c{t - T.Ic:) dt - do loT,. c(t)c(t - T.Ic:) dt 

- donRc(T.Ic:) + (d~ - do)TbOc(T.Ic:) 
(6) 

where 

and L denotes the period of spreading code. 

autocorrelation of c(t} 

O~T~Tc 

Tc < T < (L - 1) Tc 

(L - 1) ~ T < LTc 
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Similarly, 

(7) 

where d~ is the data bit before do. Finally, we can get 

ro - f3ollo J Sn 
N 

+ V sn L f31c cos{(wo - Wdlc)TIc + Ok] . (doRc( Tic) + (cia - da)Oc(TIc)] 
k=l 
N 

Jsn L f3ksin{(wo - Wdlc)Tk + Ok)Wdlcn· (lloRc(TIc) + (cia - da)Oc(Tk)] 
k=l 

2N 

+ Jsn L f3, cos(wo - Wdl)(TI - n) + 0'] . [d~Rc(TI - n) + (d'~ - d~)Oc(TI - Til)] 
I=N+l 

2N 

JST" L f3l sin[(wo -Wdl)(TI - T,,) + O,]Wdlcn· [d~Rc(Tt - n) + (d~ - da)Oc(T/- Til)] 
I=N+l 

B. Average Bit Error Probability for DS System 

We know that f3 cos 0, f3 sin () are Gaussian distributed random variables with zero mean, 

variance ~2 and both are statistically independent when f3 follows a Rayleigh distribution 

and () follows a uniformly distribution. The p.d.£. 's of f3 and 0 are, 

1 
f(O) = - 0 :5 0 :5 21r 

21r 

f3 cos( C + 0), {3 sine C + 0) also have the same property when C is a constant. 

Using the property, we derive that ro is Gaussian distribution with mean E(ro), variance 

Var(ro) given {3o,wdlc and Tic. 
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E(ro) - A (9) 

Var(ro) - E(r~) - E(ro)2 
N 

- I:[doRc(T,,) + (d~ - do)8c(Tk)]2Var(Bk) 
k=1 

N 
+ 2:[doRcCTk) + ccl'a - do)8c(Tk)]2w~kT,,2Var(BA:) 

A:=1 
2N 

+ L [d~RcCT/ - n) + (d'~ - d'o)8cCTI - n)]2Var(Bk) 
/=N+1 
2N 

+ ~ [ I '" )]2 2 2V ) 
doRcCT/ - n) + (dO - do)8c(T/ - n WdlT" ar(Bk 

I=N+l 

+ Var('l) (10) 

where Var(B,,) = ST"p~ = tST"PJ exp( -Tk/r), which is a result of measurement in indoor 

wireless channel from [4] , that is Pl = PJ exp( -Tk/r), Pl = 2p~, and sn is the signal. 

energy. Since I W3kT,,2 1« 1, The second and forth terms are small enough to be neglected 

compared with the first and third terms in (10). 

Then the p.d.f of ro is 

f(ro) = if 1 exp[-(ro - E(ro))' /2Var(ro)Jdro 
27rVar(ro) 

(12) 

The conditional error probability given Po, Tk is 

Po IpO'~k = P{ro:5 01 do = l,d~ = l,d~ = l}p{cIa = l,d~ = I} 
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+ P {ro :5 0 I do = 1, d'a = 1, cI~ = -I} P {d'a = 1, cI~ = -I} 

+ P{ro:5 0 I do = 1, d'a = -1, ~ = l}p{clo = -1, cI~ = I} 
-

+ P{ro:5 0 I do = 1, d'a = -1, cI~ = -1}P{d'a = -1, d'~ = -l} (13) 

where p{cIa = l,eI.; = l} = p{cIa = l,d'~ = -l} = p{cIa = -1,~ = l} = P{~ = 

-1, d'~ = -1}=l/4, under the assumption that the source emits symbol independently and 

with equal probability. 

Denote Ik = Tl, T2, .. " T2N, d'Lk = dTl dT2 ... dT2N, and p{'Lk} = p( Tl! T2, .. " T2N), Let 

P{Ik} be the joint probability of Tl! T2,' . " T2N, we get the conditional error probability, 

P {ro:5 0 I do = I, d~ = I, cI~ = I} 

- 1 P{ro:5 0 I do = 1, d~ = -1, d~ = 1,'Lk}p{'Lk}d'Lk 
z... 

11
0 1 [-(ro - E(ro))2]d {}d 

- exp (1)() ro P 'Lk 'Lk 
!.to -00 ..j27rVar(ro) 2Var ro 

According to four kinds of combinations of do, cia and d'~, we describe those variances with 

Var(i)(ro), for i=l to 4, as follows. 

N 2N 
Var(l)(ro) - L: R~(Tk)Var(Bk) + L: R~(TI - n)Var(B,) + No/2 

k=1 I=N+l 

2{~ 2 -Tk ~ 2 ) (-TI)} / EbPo ~ RC<Tk)exp(r) + L...J Re(TI - n exp r + No 2 
k=l I=N+l 

= 

- Ebp~J(l (D.:) + No/2 
N 2N 

Var(2)(ro) = L: R~(Tk)Var(Bk) + L: [Re(TI - n) - 20e(TI - n)]2Var(B,) + No/2 
k=l I=N+l 

(14) 

N T 2N -"", 
2 '"' 2 - k ]2 (r, )} EbPoC~~ Rc(Tk)eXp(r) + 2: [Re(TI - n) - 20e(TI - n) exp r + No/2 

k=l I=N+l 
-

- Ebp~J(2(D.:) + No/2 (15) 
N 2N 

Var(3)(ro) = L:[Rc(Tk) - 20e(TkWVar(Bk) + :L [Re(TI - n) + 20e(TI - nWVar(BI) + No/2 
k=l I=N+l 

N T 2N 
= Ebp~{~]Re(Tk) - 20c(Tk - n)]2 exp( -r k

) + L [Re(TI - n) + 20e(TI - n)]2 
k=l I=N+l 
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-Tr 
.exp(T)} + No/2 

- E"p~J(3(IJ;) + No/2 
N 2N 

- L[Rc(Tk) - 20c(Tk)]2Var(Bk) + L R~(TI - T,,) + No/2 

k=l r=N+l 

2 ~ -Tk 2N -TI 
- E"Po{L.JRc(Tk) - 20c(Tk)]2 exp(r) + 2: R~(TI - T,,)exp(T)} + No/2 

Ie=l r=N+l 

- E"P~J(4(IJ;) + No/2 

Q(X - 17) = ~ 100 

exp[-(s _ ,,)2/2q2]ds 
q v 21l'0' :r 

Define 

The conditional average bit error probability over Po, I.Jc is, 

(18) 

Let E" = ST", A 2 = f3JE". To obtain average error probability, we must average P" ItJ~~ 

over f3J and I..Jc. That is, 

where 

P" - -4
1 r r 2 P" Ip~.~ p(,BJ)p{I..Jc}d,BJdIJ; 

iL. i po 

- ~ 1 t 1. P" l"ri.~ p("Yi)p{IJ;}d'i dI.Jc 
L. 1=1 -" 

f3~Eb 1 r::;:) 
Ii = 2Var(i)(ro), and Pb l"ri'L.= 2erjc(V/i , i = 1,2,3,4 

and the p.d.f of Ii is 

p( I;) = 1 exp( -Ii), Ii ~ 0 
Ii Ii 

where Ii is the average value of Ii- For example i=l, 

11 = 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 
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With the help of integration result in [IS], the average probability of error is 

(24) 

C. Rician channel 

If the first arrival is the primary signal which may be line of sight, we assume the first 

arrival is a constant value instead of a Rayleigh distributed random variable. That is, 

A = .fEb. Such a channel model is known as the Rician channel in [3, 6]. The consequent 

average bit error probability for Rician channel will be 

(25) 
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After x(t) passing through bandpass filter, with some algebraic manipulations, yet) is 

N 00 

yet) = L L {3k pet - mT - Tk)V2S COS(WIF + Wi + Wdk)t - (wo + Wi + Wi + Wdk)Tk + 8k) 
k=Om=-oo 

2N 00 

+ L L {3, pet -:- mT - TI)V2S COS(WIF + Wi + Wdl)t + (Wo + Wi + Wi + wd,)(T - Tt) + 8,] 
I=N+I m=-oo 

+ n(t)2cos(wo - WIF + wilt 

Then, we shall consider the outputs of integrators in I-Q channels which operate from 

t = 0 to t = T respectively, i.e., Yel, Yd for Wt detector, Ye2, Yd for W2 detector. In the 

hopped narrowband Wj, there are four kinds of outputs of I-Q integrators due to do, do, tI;;, 
defined in section III. We assume data" 1 n is modulated by WI, data "0" by W'l' Now 

¥sume system transmit signal with WI' Due to different do, '0' ,~, there are four cases 

about Yel, Yd, Ye2, Y~2 listed in the folbwing. 

Case I: When do = do = d~=l, Yet and Yd become 

Yel = foT y(t)2 COS(WIF + wdt dt 

T N 

- V2S f L Pk COS(Wdkt - (wo + Wi + WI + Wdk)Tk + (h] dt 
10 k=O 

T 2N 

+ V2S 1 L {3/ cos [Wdlt + (Wo + Wi + WI + wd,)(T - T,) + 0,] dt 
o /=N+I 

+ TJl 
and, 

T N 

Yd = - v2S f L {3k sin(wdkt - (wo + Wi + WI )Tk + 8k] dt 
Jo k:l 

T 2N 

+V2S lo L {3, sin(wd/ t + (wo + Wj + wd(T - T,) + 0,] dt 
o '=NH 

where i = 1,2, 

TJi - foT n(t)2 cos(wo - WIF + wi)t ·2 cOS(WIF + wdt dt 

Vi - foT n(t)2 COS(Wo - W/F + Wj)t ·2 sin(wIF + wilt dt 
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Since I WdleT I~ 1 in our interested cases, COSWdlet ~ 1, sinwdlet ~ Wellct in (29), we get 

N 

Yel = ViST L {lie cos [(wo + Wj + Wt + Wdle)TIe - Ole] 
Ie=o 

N 

+ ViS L {llewdle T sin[(wo + Wj + Wt + Wdlc)TIe - Ole] 
Ie=O 

2N 

+V2ST L (l, cos[(wo + Wj + WI + well)(T - TI) - 0,] 
I=N+I 
2N 

-ViS L {l,wdITsin[(wo + Wj + Wt + well)(T - TI) - 0,] 
I=N+l 

(33) 

The second and forth terms in (33) can be neglected since they are small. Y.I, Ye2, Y.2 have 

similar situation to neglect such small terms. 

Case II: When do = I, do = 1, d'~ = -1, Yet and Ye2 become 

T N 
Yel = V2S r L {lie COS(Wdlet - (wo + Wj + WI + Welle)TIe + Ole] dt 

10 Ie=O 

T 2N 

+V2S r L {l, COS(Wdlt + (wo + Wj + Wt + Wdl)(T - T,) + 0,] dt IT,-T I=N+t 

T 2N 

Ye2 - V2S LT

,- L {l, COS[Wdlt + (wo + Wj + W2 + well)(T - r,) + 0,] dt 
o I=N+I 

N 

Yet - V2ST L {lie cos[(wo + Wj + WI + Wdle)rk - (h) 
k=O 
N 

+v2s L ,8kWdle T sin[(wo + Wj + WI + Wdk)Tk - Ok] 
k=O 

2N r 
+..J2ST L (2 - ..!..),8, cos(wo + Wj + w. + Wdl)(T - r,) - 0,] 

I=N+l T 
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IV Slow Frequency Hopped System 

A. Receiver System and Received Signal 

Another attractive way to implement spread spectrum systems for wireless personal com-' 

munication is slow frequency hopped (SFH). In this section, we would like to analyze the 

performance of applying SFH in indoor channels by adopting the channel model in section 

II. We assume that modulation for SFH is binary frequency shift keying (BFSK), and a 

non-coherent receiver with square-law envelope detection is used. This is depicted in Figure 

2 and Figure 3. 

"I r(t) x(t) Bandpass yet) BFSK w 
data 

~ Filter Demodulator 

2cos (000- Cl)IF+ ooj)t 

FH 
synthesizer 

Code Generator 

Figure 2: Receiver structure for slow frequency hopped communication 

In ideal case with perfect hopped frequency recovery, the SFH synthesizer outputs the 

same narrowband transmission whose carrier frequency is Wo +Wj within the received signal 

hopped frquency band. First of all, let us consider the transmitter output to be 

00 

Y2§ L: pet - mT) cos(wo + Wj + wilt (26) 
m=-oo 

where Wo denotes carrier frequencYi Wi denotes the frequency deviation to Wo according 

to input symbols, i = 1,· .. , M, M =2K; f( is the number of bits per symbol, (M=l in 
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the following analysis); Wi is the center frequency of hopped narrowband, j=l,· . ·,2·; k 

denotes the number of shift registers to generate spreading sequences; unitary baseband 

pulse waveform is denoted by 

p(t) = { ~ o ~ t ~ T 
otherwise 

Integrator Yet I square I .. Law --. 
Ege~ 

2 cos (~F+O)l)t 

I Integrator I Ys! I square ~ 
.. Law 

2 sine c.qF + 0)1) t 

Yc2 Integrator 
square 
Law 

e2 
2cOS (COu:+~)t 

.. I Integrator 1 Ys2 .. 1 Sfaa;' ~ ~ 
2sin (0) + ~)t 

IF 

Figure 3: Binary FSK non-coherent demodulator 

.... 
9 
u 
~ 
fU 

"0 

) w -G.) 

== -e = e .:3 
e 

, Applying the same indoor multi path fading channel in section II, we describe the re

ceived signal ret) as 

N co 

r(t) = L L .8k pet - mT - Tk)V2S cos {(WO + Wi + Wi + Wdk)(t - Tk) + Ok] 
k=o m=-oo 

'IN 00 

+ L: L:.81 p(t - mT - TI)V2S cos [(WO + Wi + Wi + Wdl)(t + T - TI) + 0/] 
I=N+l m=-co 

(27) 

Because SFH system, the intersymbol interference delayed from previous symbol still exists 

as the case of the DS system. Let T denotes the symbol period equal to n, the bit period 

of DS system. 

Then, x(t) = r(t)2 cos(wo - W[F + Wi )t. 
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(36) 

+7]1 (37) 

and Yd has the same form as Yel except sin(.) replace cos(·), and Y.2 has similar form to 

Ye2· We can neglect the second and forth terms of (37) 

N 

Yel = v'2§T L 13k cos[(Wo + Wi + WI + Wdk)Tk - Ok] 
k=O 

'IN 1", 

+v'2§T L (2 - ;){31 cos[(wo + wi + WI +Wd/)(T - T/) - 0,] 
I=N+l 

+7]1 (38) 

'IN l' 

Yc2 = ~T L (~ - l}{3, cos [(WO + Wi + W2 + Wdl)(T - Ti) - 0,] + 7]'l (39) 
I=N+I 

Case III: When do = 1, eta = -1, d'~=l, Yel and Ye2 become 

(40) 

la
'l"k N 

Ye2 - V2S L 13k COS[Wdk t - (wo + Wi + w2 + Wdk)Tk + 0,] dt 
o Ie=l 

T 2N 

+~ 1 L {3, COS[Wd/ t + (Wo + Wi + W'l + Wdl)(T - 1'1) + 011 dt 
. 'I",-T I=N+I 

+7]2 (41) 

Based on the same reasons as before, we obtain 

N T 
Yel = V2ST L(l - ;)f3k cos[(Wo + Wj + Wt + Wdk)1'1e - O~:l 

k=O 
'IN l' 

+v2ST L (; - 1){3, cos [(Wo + Wj + WI + Wdl)(T - 1'1) - 0,] 
I=N+I 

(42) 
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N T 

Ye2 - V2ST L ; Pie cos [(wo + Wi + W2 + Wdle)TIe - (h] 
1e=1 

2N T 

+V2ST L: (2 - ;)PI cos[(wo + wi + W2 + Wdl)(T - TI) - Otl 
I=N+l 

Case IV : When do = 1, eta = -1, ct~ = -1, Yet and Ye2 become 

T N 

Yet = v'2S 1 L I3Ie COS[Wdle t - (Wo + Wi + WI + Wdle)TIe + Ole] dt 
Til Ie=o 

+'11 

Ye2 - V2§ r" t 13k COS[Wdkt - (WO + Wi + W2 + Wdle)Tk + Ole] dt 
Jo k=1 

As earlier cases, 

T 2N 
+v'2S r L P, COS (Wdlt + (WO + Wj + W2 + Wdl)(T - T,) + Otl dt 

Jo I=N+1 

N T 

Yc1 - v'2STL(l- ;)PkCOS((WO+Wj +Wl +Wdle)Tk -Ok] 
k=O 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

+'11 (46) 
N 

Ye2 - V2ST L ~PIe cos((wo + Wj + W2 + Wdle)Tk - Ok] 
k=1 

2N 
+V2ST L PI COS[(Wo + Wj + W2 + Wdl)(T - Tt} - Otl (47) 

I=N+l 
+~ ~8) 

In cases II,III,IV, Y~h Y~2 have similar form as Yell Ye2, respectively. To make this paper 

concise, we do not derive details here. 

B. Average Bit Error Probability for Slow FH System 

We use the property that 13 cos 0, P sin 0 are Gausian distributed random variables to 

derive the probability distribution. That is, Yell Y~J, Ye2 and Y~2 are Gaussian distributed 
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random variables wi th zero mean and variances V ar( . ), where 

2N 

Var(Ycd - ST2 .B~ (1 + L: exp( -Tk Ir)} + 2NT (49) 
k=1 

- Var(Y,d 

where the variances of "'1, VI, "'2, and V2 can be shown to be all 2NT, and Var(.Bo) = 1/2/il. 

Because the sum of the squares of two independent Gaussion random variables is a 

random variable with chi-square distribution of degree of freedom 2, we can easily derive 

the probability distributions of el, e2 , where el = Y:l +Y;u e2 = Y;2 +Y;2' Their p.d.f.'s are, 

(50) 

where 0'1,0'2 is the variance of Ycl1 Yc2 respectively. Under the equally probable assumption, 

the bit error probability is 

Pe - P(rl < r2 I do = I)P(do = 1) + perl > r2 I do = -1)P(do = -1) 

1 1 
- 2:P(r1 < r2 I do = 1) + 2:~(rl > r2 I do = -1) (51) 

Because of the symmetry, perl < r2 I do = 1) = perl > r2 I do = -1), we only need to 

derive the perl < r2 I do = 1). The previous symbol will interfere current symbol due to 

the intersymbol interference caused by the channel. Consequently, 

perl < r21 do = 1) = perl < r21 do = l,do = l,d~ = I)P(d~ = 1,~ = 1) • "" ''') +P(rl < r2 I do = 1, ao = 1, do = -1)P(do = 1, do = -1 

+P(rl < r2 I do = 1, d~ = -1, d~ = 1)P(d~ = -1, d~ = 1) 

,I " ,I " +P(rl < r2 I do = 1, ao = -1, do = -1)P(ao = -1, do = -1) 
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From our assumption, P(ci'o = 1, ci'~ = 1) = P(do = -1, d~ = 1) = P(ci'a = 1, ~ = -1) = 
P(d~ = -1, ci'~ = -1) = 1/4. Because 

(52) 

the conditional bit error probability depends on the variances of two channels of the nar

rowband detectors, Var(Ycd and Var(Yc2), respectively. Let E = ST be signal energy. 

According to the four cases as before, we derive the variances as follows . 

Case I 

V arCl ) (Yel) 
'2N 

- ST'2 f3~ {I + L: exp( -;Ic )} + 2NoT 
k~l 

Case II 

2N 
ST2f32 ~ (T/ '2 -T/ 

- 0 L- T - 1) exp( -r ) + 2NoT 
I=N+l 

Case III 

+ 2NoT 
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Case IV 

Then, we get the conditional error probability over ~ 

where 

Gl (1:.\:) 

D2 (1:.\:) 

G2 (1:.\:) 

D3 (1:.\:) 

'G3 (1:.\:) 

-

-

-

-

-

1 " Var(i) (Yc2) 
p" Iz... = 4 ~ Var(i) (Ycl) + Var(i)(Yc2) 

~ t H;~Di(I./c) + 2 

- 4 i=1 ;:.BJGi(I./c) + 4 

2N -Tk 
1 + Eexp(-y) 

k=1 
2N 
"'" T/ 2 - TI L...J (- - 1) exp(-) 

I=N+l T r 
N 2N 
"'" -TA: "'" TI 2 TI -TI 1 + L...J exp( -y) + L...J [(2 - T) + (T - 1)2] exp( r) 
1.=1 I=N+l 

N 2N 
"'" Tk 2 -Tk "'" TI 2 -T, L...J(-) exp(-) + L...J (2 - -) exp(-) 
1.=1 T r I=N+1 T r 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

N 2N 
"'" Tk 2 Tie -Tie TI TI -T( 1 + L...J[(1 - -) + (-)2]exp(-) + E [(2 - _)2 + (- -1)2]exp(-) 
1e=1 T T r I=N+1 T T r 

(58) 
N · 2N 
~ -~ -n 

- L(T)'1 exp(y) + L eXP(T) 
1.=1 I=N+l 

(59) 

N 2N 
"'" [( Tk '1 Tie '1 - Tk "'" - TI - 1 + L...J 1 - T) + ( T) ] exp( r) + L...J exp( T) 
1.=1 I=N+l 

(60) 

and 135 = 2p5, P5 may typically be obtained from measurement results of indoor multipath 

fading environrr..~nts. 

Consequently, the overall average bit error probability is 

(61) 
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C. Rician channel 

Similar to the Rician channel model in [3, 6], we assume that the first arrival is a constant 

and the rest arrivals have Rayleigh distributed amplitudes, then Yel ( Yd ) is Gaussian 

distributed random variable with mean ../fST cos <p ( V2ST sin <P ), <P is uniformly distri

bution, and Ye2, Y~2 are zero mean Gaussian random variables. After the square law device 

in Figure 3, el = Y;l + Y;l is a non-central chi-square distribution, e2 = Y;2 + Y;2 is a central 

chi-square distribution. According to these distributions which are different from Rayleigh 

channel derivations, the error probability is modified as follows: 

f(r.) 

where rl = J Xl + Y?, Xl and Yi are Gaussian distributed random variables with mean 

m/, mQ respectively, i.e., ml = E(X.), mQ = E(Yi). Then, 

(62) 

where U e = urO'i/(O'r + O'i), Se = sO'i/(ur + O'i), S2 = 2ST2
• From the result of (62), we 
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can derive the conditional error probability over 1:.k, 

1 .. Var(i)(Yc:2) -2ST2 

H It... = 4' ~ Var(i)(Yc:d + Var(i)(Yc:2) exp{ 2Var(i)(yc:d + 2Var(i) (YC:2) } 

1 t HoD i (1:.k) + 2 { -2 j; } 
- 4' i=l ~ (Gi (1:.k) - 1) + 4 . exp ! [Gi(:uJ - 1J + 4 

(63) 

v Numerical Results and Comparison 
The average error probability performance of Direct Sequence and Frequency Hopped sys

tems involve integration over {!:.k} which is difficult to numerically evaluate the multiple 

integrals. However, we numerically illustrate the analytic performance of both cases by 

choosing some "typical" channel parameters. Since multipath arrived follows a Poisson 

process, we assume that every path arrives receiver with delay kj).. relative to the first 

arrival. k = 1,2,· .. , N. Within symbol time interval [0, T,,] , there are N arrivals and N 

is a random variable in general; By substituting the expected value of every TIC) we can 

compare the bit error rate for these two systems in typical cases. 

We choose some channel model parameters based on [4, 5, 8] to get the numerical results, 

1 I = 10 ns, 20 ns r = 20 ns Tm = 200 ns 

ahd assume P5=0.5 according to [5] such that 136=1. 

We assume that data bit rate is from 1 Mbps to 10 Mbps and spreading sequences are 

maximum-length sequences with periods L = 15, 31, 63, and 127 while these lengths are 

popular for some wireless personal communication applications. We establish these codes 

to evaluate Oc( Tic), defined on spreading sequence delay along with the autocorrelation 

function. The numerical data of SFH and DS systems in Rayleigh and Rician fading 

channels are provided. In Figure 4, severe multipath effect but no other arrivals within a 

chip time delay relative to the first arrival (due to high data rate), SFH system is worse 

than DS system. In Figure 5, with lighter muitipath effect and no arrivals in a chip time, 

SFH system is also worse than DS system. Consider 1 Mbps data rate and 10 ns mean time 
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of arrival path in Figure 6, we observe that the SFH system has lower average bit error 

probability than that for OS system with L=63 when Eb/No larger than a specific value. 

Please keep in mind that higher processing gains for OS systems have better resistance to 

multipath fading at the price of hardware complexity. Moderate data rate 1 Mbps and 

lighter multipath results, 1/ A=20 ns, is shown in Figure 7. OS system with L=127, has 

better performance than SFH system shown in Figure 7, while L=63 OS system has similar 

performance. From Figure 8 to Figure 11, we illustrate the results over Rician channel. In 

Figure 8 and Figure 9, bit error rates of SFH systems are higher than those of OS systems 

because of OS systems' good effects in rejecting Rician multipath fading. In Figure 10, SFH 

has bit error rate lower than OS system with L=31 when Eb/No is not small. Similarly, 

under less severe multipath effects, SFH has only better performance for L=15 when Ell/No 

is not small in Figure 11. 

VI Conclusion 

We have derived and evaluated average bit error probability for specific channel parame

ters under an updated indoor multipath channel model coming from measurement results. 

Comparing the performance of two systems without any equalization and error-correcting 

codes, we observe that the SFH system is more competitive than the DS system under mod

erate data rate, especially when we apply short-period spreading sequence for OS systems 

in Rayleigh and Rician channel. On the other hand, for higher data rate, the DS system 

even with short PN code lengths can provide better performance than the SFH system in 

Rayleigh and Rician channel. We can also note that severe multipath fading can improve 

performance of SFH system due to its employing noncoherent modulation/detection, but 

reduce that of the OS system due to coherent modulation/detector. Further, as our intu

ition, increasing processing gain for OS system can reduce error probability, particularly 

in Rician channel which may possess a direct path. Finally, comparing Rician channels 
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to Rayleigh channels, we observe that the SFH system improves performance ability much 

less than the DS system does. In other words, SFH system does provide advantages over 

DS system when data rate is not high and is in severe fading (Rayleigh) environments. For 

more desirable Rician fading (a direct-path), the advantages of SFH system in above con

ditions are not that obvious. However, severe fading as our Rayleigh model exits in many 

indoor channels though Rician model is possible or partially possible (partial direct pa.th). 

The observation of analysis in this paper indeed provides a. highlight for the spread spec

trum system design of future wireless data communications or personal communications in 

indoor environments. 
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Figure 4: Rayleigh channel; Bit Error Probability of DS and SFH systems for bit rate 10 

Mbps and 1/ ).=10 ns (parameter of Poisson process). L is the period of spreading sequence 

of DS system. 
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Figure 5: Rayleigh channel; Bit Error Probability of DS and SFH systems for bit rate 10 
Mbps and 1/.\=20 ns (parameter of Poisson process). L is the period of spreading sequence 
of DS system. 
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Figure 6: Rayleigh channel; Bit Error Probability of DS and SFH systems for bit rate 1 
Mbps and 1/.\=10 ns (parameter of Poisson process). L is the period of spreading sequence 
of DS system. 
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Figure 7: Rayleigh channel; Bit Error Probability of DS and SFH systems for bit rate 1 

Mbps and 1/..\=20 ns (parameter of Poisson process). L is the period of spreading sequence 

of DS system. 
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Figure 8: Rician channeli Bit Error Probability of DS and SFH systems for bit rate 10 

Mbps and 1/..\=10 ns (parameter of Poisson process). L is the period of spreading sequence 

of DS system. 
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Figure 9: Rician channel; Bit Error Probability of DS and SFH systems for bit rate 10 
Mbps and 1/).=20 ns (parameter of Poisson process). L is the period of spreading sequence 
of OS system. 
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Figure 10: Rician channel; Bit Error Probability of OS and SFH systems for bit rate 1 
Mbps and 1/).=10 ns (parameter of Poisson process). L is the period of spreading sequence 
of OS system. 
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Figure 11: Rician channel; Bit Error Probability of DS and SFH systems for bit rate 1 

Mbps and 1/).=20 ns (parameter of Poisson process). L is the period of spreading sequence 

of DS system. 
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